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Abstract
Supervised learning is widely used in training au-
tonomous driving vehicle. However, it is trained with large
amount of supervised labeled data. Reinforcement learn-
ing can be trained without abundant labeled data, but we
cannot train it in reality because it would involve many un-
predictable accidents. Nevertheless, training an agent with
good performance in virtual environment is relatively much
easier. Because of the huge difference between virtual and
real, how to fill the gap between virtual and real is chal-
lenging. In this paper, we proposed a novel framework of
reinforcement learning with image semantic segmentation
network to make the whole model adaptable to reality. The
agent is trained in TORCS, a car racing simulator.
1. Introduction
In the artificial intelligence field, autonomous driving is a
significant task and closely relevant to computer vision. The
intention of this task is to design a system to autonomously
control vehicles to do actions, such as steering, accelerating,
and braking. Essentially, autonomous driving is an interac-
tive model with the environment. In this task, on one hand,
computer vision techniques can help the system extract and
analyze information from driving scene, On the other hand,
this task also requires many other techniques to do the deci-
sion making.
There are mainly two categories of methodologies to
deal with this task, supervised learning and reinforcement
learning. Both methods face obstacles. When using super-
vised learning to do the autonomous driving, the most cru-
cial problem is training relies on a large amount of labeled
data which requires much human effort. Also, it is hard
to develop an end-to-end model because the ground truth
for action is not objectively determined and the label on ac-
tion would include personal bias. And state-of-the-art meth-
ods not using an end-to-end style are mostly very complex
involving many empirical rules. Therefore, reinforcement
learning seems better fits this task because it can be trained
without human labeled training data. Reinforcement learn-
ing avoids the problem of a large amount of labeled data
and the potential shortcoming of human bias.
Nevertheless, reinforcement learning also meets many
problems. The most fundamental problem is that reinforce-
ment learning model cannot be trained in reality because the
training process would involve many collisions and other
unpredictable situations. So most reinforcement learning
models on this task are trained in virtual simulators. The
approach of training also brings about some problems. The
models performance when it is applied in reality will largely
depend on how real the simulator is. In other words, the real
driving scene is more complicated than the virtual simula-
tor, which also challenges the generalization ability of the
model.
In this paper, our approach is focused on how to fill the
gap between virtual and real. We want to solve mainly two
problems. One is the difference between the virtual simu-
lator and real in terms of driving scenes. The other is the
complexity and noise of reality scenes. Therefore, we use
a translation network to transfer the virtual driving scene to
semantic segmentation image and use these semantic im-
ages as state input to the agent. When applying the model
to reality, we do semantic segmentation on the real driving
scene and use the segmentation result as input to our model.
We consider this translation would fill the gap between vir-
tual and real. Also, we consider the semantic segmentation
would be an appropriate level of abstraction of the real driv-
ing scene which reduces the complexity and still holds most
useful information such as lanes and barriers.
Our framework has several advantages as below:
• Compared with the huge demand for labeled data in
state-of-art supervised learning, our framework does
not relies on any labeled data.
• Training in a virtual environment and transfer to the
real world, we do not need to confront the danger and
enormous loss of failure.
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Figure 1. The reinforcement learning agent is trained as following: Initially, a virtual image is produced by simulator TORCS.Then this
image go through an image semantic segmentation network. Finally the semantic representation of current driving scene is fed into the
reinforcement learning agent. In reinforcement learning framework, agent observes the semantic image and chooses an action. After agent
taking action, the environment will give a reward to agent to help the agent adjust its parameters and give an image of next state to the
semantic segmentation network
• The input of the reinforcement learning agent is se-
mantic segmentation image. Semantic image contains
less information compared to original image, but in-
cludes most information needed by agent to take ac-
tions. In other words, semantic image neglects useless
information in original image.
2. Related Work
2.1. Supervised Learning for Autonomous Driving
Supervised learning has been used in autonomous driv-
ing for decades. And these work can be categorized into
two major styles, perception-based approaches and end-to-
end approaches. The perception-based approaches detect
some mediate information to help the agent make decisions.
In early years, they detect driving-relevant objects such as
lanes, cars, pedestrians, etc. Recently, approaches like deep
driving involve CNNs [2] to detect more direct information
like distances between cars and lanes.
The end-to-end approaches seem more direct. They want
to directly map images input to driving action predictions.
ALVINN [16] shows an early attempt of end-to-end ap-
proaches. It learns the direct mapping with a shallow neu-
ral network. And in recent years, the shallow network has
been replaced by more powerful deep neural networks like
CNNs. NVIDIA [5]recently presented an end-to-end sys-
tem with deep learning methods [3].
However, whichever styles of supervised learning ap-
proaches are employed, the training process requires large
quantities of labeled data. And the model performance is
highly relevant to the quality and quantity of data. Besides,
supervised models have limited generalization abilities be-
cause the real driving environments are numerous which are
far beyond the training data.
2.2. Reinforcement learning for Autonomous Driv-
ing
With a lot of variations, reinforcement learning has been
a common technique for many scenarios such as computer
games [15] and robot control[10, 8]. Recently, plenty
of work [1, 19] contributed to building an autonomous
driving system with reliable security. However, high-
dimensionality of state space and non-trivial large action
range in the real world’s practical driving environments are
challenging the training of reinforcement learning. It is
time-consuming to get an optimal policy over such high
complexity. With the power of deep neural networks and
deep reinforcement learning[11, 15, 18, 12, 14], a great step
forward in such complexity is made recently. Nonetheless,
not only deep Q-learning[15] method but policy gradient
method[12] , they both require the interaction between the
agent and environment to get feedback and reward. Ob-
viously, training agents of an autonomous vehicle in real-
world scenes is unrealistic because of the huge cost for ev-
ery wrong action.
In order to avoid damage to the real world, reinforcement
learning with driving simulators and transfer learning mod-
els appear. The training process of reinforcement learning
with a driving simulator is safe and fast. However, in order
to drive autonomously in the real world, the driving agent
Figure 2. Examples of translation from the original output got from simulator to our intended input for the reinforcement learning agent.
The first column is the original scene displayed by TORCS, the second column is the corresponding first-person perspective scene got by
hacking from the source code, the third column is the semantic segmentation of the first-person perspective scene, the fourth column is the
gray scale semantic perspective.
must be able to take actions according to an intricate visual
field, which is much different from the virtual images we
get from a driving simulator. Models trained on virtual data
and simulator cannot perform well in real-world data.
For the past decade, there are many models [17, 9, 20].
These models either first train a model in virtual environ-
ment and then fine-tune in the real environment [17], or
learn an alignment between virtual images and real images
by finding representations that are shared between the two
domains [21] contribute to the transferring reinforcement
learning. Some of these models first trained on virtual data
to reduce time training in real-world significantly. But these
models still have to train in real-world, they cannot avoid
the risk of damage to real-world radically. Some other mod-
els try to learn an alignment between the virtual image and
real image. In reality, the real visual field is much more
complicated and more noisy than virtual image. Challenge
of these models are, under a certain condition, an alignment
which is good enough cannot be found between virtual im-
ages and real images.
There is a recent work [23] managing to train the rein-
forcement learning only in environment created by simu-
lator TORCS[22]. This novel framework demonstrated that
after training on a simulator, the autonomous agent is able to
realize a collision-free flight. Nonetheless, the work needs
a nontrivial training environment to achieve its goal.
2.3. Scene Parsing
Semantic image segmentation is one part of our model. It
can be seen as a pixel-level prediction task. Based on a deep
convolutional neural network and fully convolutional neu-
ral network[13], many works achieved good performance
in the field of image segmentation[4]. What we used in
our framework to do image segmentation is PSPNet[24].
It extends the pixel-pixel level feature to specially designed
global pooling one. And it also proposes an optimization
strategy with a deeply supervised loss. This work achieves
state-of-the-art performance on various datasets.
3. Proposed Framework
Our goal is to develop an autonomous driving model
trained entirely in a virtual environment which can be ap-
plied in real-world driving scenes with good performance.
One of the major challenges is that the training environment
is generated by a simulator, which means the training envi-
ronment would be quite different from real-world scenes in
terms of their appearance. To tackle this problem, we pro-
posed to use an image translation process to convert virtual
images to semantic layouts which resembles the semantic
segmentation of its supposed corresponding real world im-
age. This idea is inspired by the work of [23] which tries
to fill the gap between virtual and real on synthesized im-
ages. Our framework contains two parts, the image trans-
lation process and the reinforcement learning. The image
translation process intends to translate the virtual driving
scene to a semantic representation. We use PSPNet as the
semantic segmentation network in our model. In this part,
in order to get required information such as the first-person
perspective from the TORCS simulator, we use some hack-
ing techniques. The sample process of this translation part
is presented in Figure 1. Finally, we train an autonomous
driving car using reinforcement learning on the semantic
layouts obtained by the translation network. In the rein-
forcement learning part, we use the asynchronous advan-
tage actor-critic reinforcement learning algorithm. In this
section, we will present the image translation process and
how to apply reinforcement learning to train an autonomous
driving agent.
3.1. Image Translation Process
In order to ensure our autonomous model entirely trained
in a virtual environment has good performance in the real
world, we have to fill the gap between the training envi-
ronment generated by simulators and the real-world scenes.
From our point of view, the semantic segmentation of real-
world visual field contains enough information the agent
needs to take driving actions. Inspired by the work of [23],
we adopt a translation process to translate the virtual im-
age into a semantic segmentation image. This translation
is based on the hypothesis that the semantic segmentation
of real-world visual field is similar to the segmentation of a
virtual image.
The image translation process mainly includes an image
segmentation network.
First, we get the first-person perspective driving scene
from the TORCS simulator. Then we use PSPNet to trans-
late the virtual driving image into semantic segmentation
image. The output of this part is the semantic layout, and
the semantic layout will be fed into the reinforcement learn-
ing agent.
There is an obvious obstacle in this part. The appear-
ance of virtual driving images are different from the real-
world images, we cannot apply the segmentation tool pre-
trained on real-world datasets like Cityscapes[7] directly to
the virtual images. And there are no semantic annotations
Figure 3. The convolutional neural network in PSPNet is used to
get the feature map from the last convolutional layer. After that,
in order to harvest different sub-region representation, the PSPNet
applies a pyramid parsing module. Then, it uses upsampling and
concatenation layers to get the final feature representation. Finally,
the convolution layer, which gets the final feature representation as
input, outputs per-pixel prediction.
for TORCS virtual images. We tackle this problem by some
hacking techniques which will be explained in the experi-
ment part.
3.2. Reinforcement Learning for Training Au-
tonomous Driving
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Figure 4. Reinforcement learning network architecture: an end-to-
end network mapping state representations to action probability
outputs.
We use Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic(A3c) to
train the autonomous-driving vehicle and get the best per-
formance comparing with other reinforcement learning
structures, which is a conceptually simple and lightweight
framework for deep reinforcement learning that uses asyn-
chronous gradient descent for optimization of deep neural
network controllers. A3C utilizes multiple incarnations of
the above in order to learn more efficiently.
In A3C there is a global network and multiple worker
agents which each have their own set of network parame-
ters. Each of these agents interacts with its own copy of the
environment at the same time as the other agents are inter-
acting with their environments.
The experience of each agent is independent of the ex-
perience of the others, making speed up and better perfor-
mance. In this way, the overall experience available for
training becomes more diverse. Critically, the agent uses
the value estimate to update the policy more intelligently
than traditional policy gradient methods.
In [14] there are more details of implement A3C algo-
rithm.
In order to encourage the agent to drive faster and avoid
Figure 5. Diagram of A3C high-level architecture.
collisions, we define the reward function as
rt =
{
(vt · cosα− dist(t)center) · β no collision,
γ collision,
(1)
where vt is the speed (in m/s) of the agent at time step t, α
is the angle (in rad) between the agent’s speed and the tan-
gent line of the track, and dist(t)center is the distance between
the center of the agent and the middle of the track. β, γ are
constants and are determined at the beginning of training.
We take β = 0.006, γ = −0.025 in our training.
4. Experiments
We perform experiments to compare the performance of
our method and other existing methods of autonomous driv-
ing on real-world driving data. This set of experiments aim
to evaluate our model’s performance in the real-world driv-
ing scene. And also we perform experiments to compare
our method and basic reinforcement learning without im-
age translation network on TORCS simulator. This set of
experiments aim to show advantages our model bring to re-
inforcement learning process.
4.1. Autonomous Driving with Image Translation
Network and RL on Real-world Driving Data
In this experiment, we trained our proposed reinforce-
ment learning model with image translation process. We
first trained the semantic segmentation network(PSPNet)
and then apply the trained network to generate semantic
parsing images to feed into our A3C reinforcement learn-
ing agent to train a driving policy. And finally, we apply the
trained agent on a real-world driving data to evaluate its per-
formance. When we apply the agent to the real-world driv-
ing data, we also use the semantic segmentation network
to get the semantic input to the agent. To have a compari-
son, we also trained another reinforcement learning method
without image translation network in the TORCS simula-
tor. This model is same as our proposed model except the
translation network. We call it Basic RL.
4.1.1 Dataset
The real-world driving data is from [6], which is collected
with detailed steering angle autonomous per frame. There
are in total around 45k images in the dataset. To train the
image translation network, we use two datasets separately.
We collect 2k images from the TORCS simulator and use
hacking techniques to get semantic labels for these collected
virtual images. We modified the source code of TORCS
guided by the work to control each category of objects to
show or hide. In detail, we compare the original image with
the image after we hide all the trees, and get the exact pix-
els covered by trees. And we do the same for other objects.
We process the collected images in this way to get their se-
mantic labels. The other dataset we use is Cityscape[7]. It
contains around 25k real-world images with semantic seg-
mentation annotations.
4.1.2 Image Translation Process
Both scene segmentation parts to translating virtual images
and real-world images in our framework are PSPNet.
We train the network translating virtual images to seman-
tic ones which would be applied in training part with the
dataset we collected from TORCS. We don’t simply use the
ground truth label we hacked from the simulator as the out-
put of this part because we want to avoid the bias between
PSPNet result and hacked ground truth. More specifically,
we want the training part in TORCS and testing part on
real-world data share more similarity through using same
segmentation tool for both parts.
And we train the network translating real-world images
to semantic ones which would be applied in real-world test-
ing part with the Cityscape dataset.
We do experiments to determine whether use the original
RGB semantic result as the output of this part and feed it
into the agent or translate the semantic result into a gray
scale image before fed into the agent. We finally choose to
use the gray scale images as the output of this part. This
will be presented in the result section.
4.1.3 Reinforcement Training
We use such structure in our A3C algorithm: the actor net-
work is a 4-layer convolutional network, with ReLU as ac-
Figure 6. The training process statistics of RGB observation.
Figure 7. The training process statistics of gray scale observation.
tivation function. It’s input is 4 consecutive frames and
there are 9 discrete actions can be its output(“go straight
with acceleration”, “go left with acceleration”, “go right
with acceleration”, “go straight and brake”, “go left and
brake”, “go right and brake”, “go straight”, “go left”, and
“go right”). 12 asynchronous threads with RMSProp op-
timizer is what we used to train our reinforcement agent,
whose initial learning rate is 0.01, γ = 0.9 and  = 0.1.
4.1.4 Evaluation on Real-World Dataset
The real world driving dataset [6] provides the steering an-
gle annotations per frame. However, the actions performed
in the TORCS virtual environment only contain ”going
left”, ”going right”, and ”going straight” and their combi-
nation with ”brake” and ”acceleration”. Therefore we come
up with a mapping in Table 1 from the steering angle to the
action space of our RL agent. With this mapping, we eval-
uate the accuracy of action prediction of our model.
Table 1. the steering angles and corresponding actions
angle(degree) action
[−15, 15] going straight
less than −15 going left
more than 15 going right
5. Result
Figure 8. Real images from the driving data and their semantic
segmentations
5.1. Result of Image Translation Process
We use PSPNet to translate virtual images and real-world
images into semantic images. Figure 2 is examples of the
result of translation process on virtual images. We tried two
alternative output of this part - the RGB image or gray scale
image. We do experiments for both, compare the perfor-
mance and finally choose the gray scale image.
Figure 8 is examples of the translation result of real-
world driving images.
Table 2. Accuracy of different models
Our Model Supervised Model Basic RL
Accuracy 36.6% 52.6% 28.1%
5.2. Result of Reinforcement Learning
Figure 6. shows the training process using RGB seman-
tic image as agent observation. Figure 7. shows the training
process using gray scale semantic image as agent observa-
tion.
5.3. Testing on Real-World Driving Data
We extract 4 consecutive frames from the real-world
driving data and parse them into semantic images with PSP-
Net. And feed these images into our agent to get predic-
tions. Figure 5 shows the prediction our agent made to cor-
responding input.
We test all the frames in the driving data set and finally
got an accuracy of 36.6%. The comparison with the basic
reinforcement learning and the supervised model trained on
the dataset is shown in Table 2.
And examples of predictions and ground truth are shown
in Table 3.
Table 3. The predictions on real-world driving data and their
ground truth
origin semantic prediction label
straight 45.180000
left −12.400000
straight −8.970000
left −95.700000
6. Conclusion and Future Work
Our proposed autonomous driving model tries to trans-
fer the reinforcement learning agent developed in a virtual
environment to real-world tasks. We use semantic segmen-
tation as the tool to fill the gap between virtual and real. But
result reveals that its performance is limited by the result of
segmentation.If the segmentation techniques develop, our
model would have better capacity. Future work can com-
bine our proposed model with supervised models on real-
world data to achieve better results.
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